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Read the following text carefully, and then answer the questions that follow. Your
answers should be based on the information in the text.
Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers
can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to
show educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages,
and so on.
In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore,
students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, researching
information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for pair and group
work.
Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog (an online diary), either
about their own lives or as if they were someone famous. They can also create a website for
the classroom. Students can contribute to the website, so for example they can post work,
photos and messages.
We all like to send emails, don’t we? Email exchanges are very useful in the classroom.
Teachers can ask students to email what they have learnt to students of a similar age at
another school. They could even email students in another country. As a result, students can
then share information and help each other with tasks.
Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over the
computer. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are talking to.
In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can see what students in England
are doing in the classroom while they are speaking to them. You can also use this system to
invite guest speakers to give talks over a computer. If you had this type of lesson, the
students would be very excited.

Question Number One
A
1- The availability of tablets in classrooms help students do many different tasks.
Write down three examples of these tasks.
2- Quote the sentence which shows the importance of exchanging emails in
classrooms.
3- Find a word in the text which means the same as "to put a message or document on
the Internet so that other people can see it".
4- Computers with cameras have many benefits for students. Write down two of
these benefits.
5- What does the underlined word "they" refer to?
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6- The writer mentions two ways for students to communicate with other schools.
Write them down.
7- There are many programmes that help students improve their learning in different
ways. Suggest three of these programmes .
8- Modern technology is of great value to students. Think of this statement and, in
two sentences, writer down your point of view.
B. Literature Spot:
Read the following lines from – All the World's a Stage- carefully, then answer the
questions that follow.
That ends this strange eventful history
Is second childishness and mere oblivion
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.
1- Which line tells us about the child's first stage?
2- How does the playwright describe the person in the last stage of life?

QUESTION NUMBER TWO
A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the
following sentences. There are more words than you need.
pedestrian, seat belt, , neutral , medical trials, homoeopathy, physician
12345-

Scientists always perform …………to make sure that the drugs are safe.
Acupuncture and ……………….are other forms of complementary medicine.
You must not take in medicine without consulting a …………… .
You must always wear a …………in a car whether you're a driver or a passenger.
If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon- …………….

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows.
I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely apparently from nowhere.
Replace the underlined word in the sentence above with a proper colour idiom?

C. Complete the following sentences with the suitable word derived from the
words in brackets and write the answers down in YOUR ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- All users have extensive controls over their own profiles and …………. settings.
(privacy , privately , privatise)
2- …………….medicine can be used to immunise people.
(Convention, Conventional, Conventionally)
3- Teacher must help their students develop self- …………………..
(confident, confidently, confidence)
4- Both works, though showing little …………….. of thought, achieved wide popularity.
(origin, original, originality)

Question Number Three
A. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows.
When you see red, your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches.

What feeling does the underlined colour idiom express?
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B. Choose the suitable item from those given to fill in the blanks in each of the
following items, then write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- The lady ……….helped me a month ago was given a reward.
(whose, which, who, when)
2- If Dania …………early, she'll catch the first bus.
(left, leaves, leave, leaving)
3- Sara …………..the living room before she did her homework
(had cleaned, has cleaned, have cleaned)
4- Muna needs a tablet, but she can't afford ………one at the moment.
(to buy, to buying, buy)
5- We need warm clothes when we go to Alaska because we ………the cold weather.
(didn't use to, aren't use to, weren't used to)
6- By the time my mother arrived, I ……………….for three hours.
(have been studying, had been studying, has been studying)
7- Don't phone me at seven tonight. I ………….dinner with my family.
(will be having, will having, will be have)
8- Watch out! You …………..yourself.
(is going to hurt, were hurt, are going to hurt)
9- You need to turn ………….the security setting on the computer.
(on, out, in)
10- Will Laila ……………..all her homework by eight o'clock tonight?
(has done, have done, had done)
11- The first Personal Computer ………....…in 1974 CE.
(is produced, were produced, was produced)
12- Aqaba is next to ………….Red Sea.
(a, the, X, an)
13- If I had my computer with me, I …………the final report.
(would type, will type, can type)
14- Rami …………to the news when his friend phoned him.
(is listening, was listening, were listening)

Question Number Four
A. complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar
meaning to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1. It isn't normal for Jordanian people to eat rice with chopsticks.
Jordanian people are …………………………………………………………
2. The First World War started in 1914 CE.
The year ……………………………………………………………………..
3. "We will give you, our listeners, information about the necessary websites."
The head teacher said ………………………………………………………
4. It isn't necessary to answer these questions.
You don't …………………………………………………………………….
5- "Many computers have filters which stop people seeing certain websites."
Our teacher said …………………………………………………………….…
6- Press that button to make the picture move.
If you …………………………………………………………………………..
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7- Amman is the capital of Jordan. It is an old city.
Amman, ……………………………………………………………………….
B. The following sentences are in British English. Rewrite them in American English.
1- Have you visited the newly built sport centre?
………………………………………………………………………………….
2- I am going to have a look at those marvellous paintings.
…………………………………………………………………………………..
C. Study the following sentence and then answer the question that follows.
The number of healthcare centers has increased since 2000 CE.
What is the function of the information in the sentence above?
D. Study the following dialogue which contains incorrect information. Complete the
second part of the dialogue. Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
Fatima: A good way to cope with stress is to work hard.
Laila: No, it isn't. You should ……………………………………………………….

Question number five
A. EDITING:
Imagine you are an editor in Jordan times. You are asked to edit the following text that
have four mistakes (one grammar mistake, one punctuation mistake, and two spelling
mistakes). Find out these four mistakes and correct them. Write the answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLET.
At a surgery in London. 70 per cent of patients who were offered the choice between a
herbal or a conventional medicine for common complaints such as insomnie, arthritis
and migreines chose the herbal remedy. Fifty per cent of patients then say that the
treatment helped.
B. GUIDED WRITING:
Read the information in the table below, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write
two sentences about the city. Use the appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also,
etc.
-

The advantages of "the internet of things" at home
control washing machines and cookers
save energy / lights go off and on automatically
make life easier and more comfortable
keep a track both on the quality and the viability of things

C. FREE WRITING:
In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on ONE of the
following:
1- Human values are so essential in building nations. Write an article about some of
the values in our society, explaining how they are supposed to contribute to the
welfare of future generations.

THE END
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Model Answers
Question Number One
A
1234567-

showing photographs, researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams.
Email exchanges are very useful in the classroom
Post
Talk to people / see people / invite guest speakers to give talks over the computer
Students
Electronic dictionaries / English grammar websites /
That's right. Modern technology helps students improve their learning at their own pace. It also provides students with
learning games.
B: L:ieterautre Spot.
1- Is second childishness and mere oblivion
2- Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.

QUESTION NUMBER TWO
A
B
C

1.medical trails 2. homoeopathy 3. physician 4. seat belt
out of the blue
1. privacy 2. conventional 3. confidence 4. originality

5. neutral

Question Number Three
A 1- anger
B 1- who 2- leaves 3. had cleaned 4. to buy 5. aren't used to
8. are going to hurt 9. on 10. have done 11. was produced

6. had been studying 7. will be having
12. the 13. would type 14. was listening

Question Number Four
A

1. Jordanian people aren't used to eating ……….
2. The year when / in which the First World War started was 1914 CE
3. The head teacher said that they would give the listeners information ……
4. You don't have to answer these questions
5. Our teacher said that Many computers had filters which stopped people seeing certain websites
6. If you press that button, the picture moves
7. Amman, which is an old city, is the capital of Jordan.
B Reporting information
C try to relax and do some exercise.

Question Number Five
,

insomnia

migraine said

القيم تعليم
Teaching values

In most schools including Pre Primary, Primary and Secondary schools, Value education is treated
as a separate course of study. It is important to seed values into the mind of the kids at early ages
to make them noble human beings.
Parents are considered the first teachers for the child. Schools provide students with a set of values
to help them behave well in their community. Therefore, it is the responsibility of both parents and
teachers to pass on to their children good values which should make them good citizens and right
individuals in the future which the world needs.
The world is full of people who have lost their values and ethics. The organisations and other
institutions should take initiatives to remind the values to each individual of the society and
everyone should take pride and practicing those values no matter the age, sex, social status and any
other factor.
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